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**Abstract:** The vast amounts of transportation datasets (traffic flow, incidents, etc.) collected by various federal and state agencies are extremely valuable in real-time decision-making, planning, and management of the transportation systems. In this talk, I will argue that considering the large volume of the transportation data, variety of the data (different modalities and resolutions), and the velocity of the data arrival, developing a scalable system that allows for effective querying and analysis of both archived and real-time data is an intrinsically challenging BigData problem. Subsequently, I will present our end-to-end prototype system, dubbed TransDec (short for Transportation Decision-Making), which enables real-time integration, visualization, querying, and analysis of these dynamic and archived transportation datasets. I will then discuss a GPS navigation application enabled by such a system and demonstrate its commercialization as a product called ClearPath (see [http://myfastestpath.com](http://myfastestpath.com)). Motivated by ClearPath, we will look under the hood and focus on a route-planning problem where the weights on the road-network edges vary as a function of time due to the variability of traffic congestion. I will show that naive approaches to address this problem are either inaccurate or slow, leading to our new approach to this problem: A time-dependent A* algorithm.
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